Transferrin/aptamer conjugated mesoporous ruthenium nanosystem for redox-controlled and targeted chemo-photodynamic therapy of glioma.
The blood-brain barrier (BBB) and low targeting are major obstacles for the treatment of gliomas. Accordingly, overcoming the BBB and enhancing the targeting of drugs to the glioma area are key to achieving a good therapeutic effect. Here, we have developed the mesoporous ruthenium nanosystem RBT@MRN-SS-Tf/Apt with dual targeting function. Transferrin (Tf) and aptamer AS1411 (Apt) are grafted on the surfaces of mesoporous ruthenium nanoparticles (MRN) with high loading capacity. This is achieved via redox-cleavable disulfide bonds, serving as both a capping agent and a targeting ligand, enabling the effective penetration of the blood-brain barrier and targeting the glioma. In addition, RBT@MRN-SS-Tf/Apt can specifically kill glioma cells in vitro and in vivo. Moreover, anti-tumor drugs [Ru(bpy)2(tip)]2+ (RBT) will produce reactive oxygen species and induce apoptosis of tumor cells under laser irradiation, providing photodynamic therapy (PDT) for the treatment of gliomas, and further prolonging the median survival period. The study shows that this chemical photodynamic therapy nanosystem can be used as an efficient and powerful synergistic system for the treatment of brain tumors and other brain diseases of the central nervous system. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: In order to overcome the blood-brain barrier and low targeting, and enhance the anti-glioma activities of nanodrugs. We have developed RBT@MRN-SS-Tf/Apt with dual targeting function. It is achieved release drug via redox-cleavable disulfide bonds, and enable the effective penetration of the blood-brain barrier and targeting the glioma. Moreover, anti-tumor drugs RBT will produce reactive oxygen species and induce apoptosis of tumor cells under laser irradiation, providing photodynamic therapy (PDT) for the treatment of gliomas, and further prolonging the median survival period. Therefore, this chemical photodynamic therapy nanosystem can be used as an efficient and powerful synergistic system for the treatment of brain tumors and other brain diseases of the central nervous system.